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Morning Call 12 Jan 2016



Telco Sector: Launch of Netflix Singapore Netflix has officially launched its video streaming services here in Singapore with a basic plan starting from S$10.98/month, which includes streaming to one device in standard definition quality. However, the local telcos with Pay TV offerings are not viewing Netflix as a direct competitor. Instead, both Singtel and StarHub are said to be working with the US streaming operator to allow viewers access to Netflix content via their set-top boxes. And given the limited localized offerings that are available on Netflix, as well as lack of “live” sporting content, we believe that it may be hard to completely “cut the cord” just yet. Maintain OVERWEIGHT on the sector as we believe that the telcos’ defensive business could come into play amid the growing volatility in cyclical stocks.



More reports:  Olam International: Expands grains operations in Nigeria  SIA: Offer for Tigerair becomes unconditional
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News Headlines  DeClout Limited announced that its indirect subsidiary, OSINet Communications has completed its acquisition of an internet service provider business.  ISOTeam Ltd. announced the completion of the acquisition of TMG Projects for a consideration of S$2.4m in cash.
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 Sapphire Corporation’s newly acquired rail engineering specialist, Ranken, secured a RMB373m (S$82m) Taiyuan Rail Infrastructure Project. This brings the total value of new orders recently won to RMB1.3b (S$282m).  Miyoshi’s 1Q16 net earnings turned positive to S$0.2m from a net loss of S$1.0m in 1Q15, boosted by its cost management. Revenue dipped 13.4% YoY to S$11.8m YoY mainly due to lower orders.  Cheung Woh reported its 3Q16 results. Revenue increased 2.6% YoY to S$25.0m mainly due to currency appreciation. PATMI decreased 60.0% YoY to S$1.6m from S$3.9m.



Research Team (65) 6531 9800 e-mail: [email protected]



 CMC Infocomm reported its 1H15 results. Revenue decreased 11.5% YoY to S$8.0m while net earnings turned negative from S$0.5m to S$1.6m.



Sources: MasNet, Bloomberg, Business Times, Straits Times and other media



Please refer to important disclosures at the back of this document.
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Telco Sector: Launch of Netflix Singapore



Maintain OVERWEIGHT Prices of all the three telcos have fallen in wake of the US rate hike and their dividend yields have improved further, with M1 heading the list with a forecast yield of 7.2%. Maintain OVERWEIGHT on the sector as we believe that the telcos’ defensive business could come into play amid the growing volatility in cyclical stocks. (Carey Wong)



 Services start from S$10.98/month  Pay TV operators do not see it as a threat  Defensive amid economic uncertainty Netflix launches streaming services here Netflix has officially launched its video streaming services here in Singapore with a basic plan starting from S$10.98/month, which includes streaming to one device in standard definition quality. However, some shows may not be available here as Netflix is still working with the MDA to ensure content shown here is within broadcasting regulations. But Netflix will be able to offer R21+ content – the highest rating category – as long as it is hidden behind a PIN to restrict access to adult viewers.



Olam International: Expands grains operations in Nigeria  Enterprise value of US$275m  Earnings accretive from FY17  Still early days to change forecast



Telcos looking to partner Netflix Meanwhile, the local telcos with Pay TV offerings are not viewing Netflix as a direct competitor. Instead, both Singtel and StarHub are said to be working with the US streaming operator to allow viewers access to Netflix content via their set-top boxes. Singtel also sees Netflix as being complementary to its pay TV services. Given the limited localized offerings that are available on Netflix, as well as lack of “live” sporting content, we also believe that it may be hard to completely “cut the cord” just yet. And as Netflix has already been “available” here for some time via VPN, the introduction of a direct offering here may also have limited impact. News reports suggest that those who already subscribed to Netflix US are unlikely to switch over to Netflix Singapore due to the non-availability of some original content here (possibly due to licensing issues).



Acquires wheat milling and pasta manufacturing assets Olam just announced that it has acquired Amber Foods Limited which owns the wheat milling and pasta manufacturing assets of the BUA Group in Nigeria; this for an enterprise value of US$275m, which it would finance using a mixture of internal funds and debt. These assets include two wheat mills and a pasta factory in Lagos; a nonoperating mill in Kano; and a wheat mill and a pasta manufacturing plant under construction in Port Harcourt. According to Olam, the move will strengthen its position as the number two wheat miller by sales volume and make it a leading pasta player in Nigeria. Sees great potential in Nigeria Olam believes that Nigeria is a high-growth milling market with volumes expected to reach 5m metric tonnes in 2020 as population growth and urbanization increase the demand for wheatbased products. It notes that the size of the Nigerian flour market is in excess of US$2.0b, growing at 3.5%/year while the pasta market is growing at 8.0%/year. Last but not least, it adds that the move will provide access to strategically located, port-based assets that are increasingly scarce due to lack of undeveloped land at the port. Management further believes that the acquisition will be earnings accretive from the first year after consolidation; it is also guiding for the acquired business to generate an EBITDA to invested capital of 13-16% when it reaches steady-state in 2018.



Local Pay TV also available as OTT And as mentioned in our 2015 telecom strategy report, the local Pay TV operators have already began to offer their services via the OTT route. SingTel has its own OTT service called Singtel TV Go as well as their regional OTT streaming service called HOOQ – a JV with Sony Pictures Television and Warner Bros Entertainment – that is available to its customers in Indonesia, the Philippines, India and Thailand. StarHub’s new online streaming service – StarHub Go – also carries HBO GO, which includes HBO original series as well as movies offered by HBO via cable. Last but not least, watching videos using the local Pay TV operators’ networks do not include additional mobile data charges.
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Moving downstream makes sense As before, moving downstream makes sense as it will create “demand” for its upstream origination business. And by going the integrated route, we believe that Olam can also capture more margins; this as it expects to derive cost savings from larger scale, better utilization, and combined purchasing power. Recall that Olam has a very food staples and packaged foods segment – it generated about 36% of overall group revenue in FY14 – and was the largest revenue contributor as well. Maintain HOLD with S$1.86 fair value However, any sizable benefits are likely to accrue from FY17 onwards at the earliest; hence we keep our forecasts unchanged for now. Maintain HOLD with an unchanged S$1.86 fair value. (Carey Wong)



SIA: Offer for Tigerair becomes unconditional SIA has made its offer of S$0.45/share for Tigerair unconditional yesterday; it has also extended the closing date of the offer again from 22 Jan to 5 Feb 2015. It reiterated that it will not increase the offer price, which values Tigerair at S$1.125b. SIA intends to delist the budget carrier if it gains more than 90% control – it currently owns/controls about 79.22% of Tigerair’s shares. Reiterating our view, we recommend Tigerair shareholders and PCCS holders to ACCEPT THE OFFER, as we think the final offer price is attractive given the still-muted outlook for the budget carrier. (Carey Wong)
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Calendar of key events 11-Jan-16



12-Jan-16



13-Jan-16



14-Jan-16



15-Jan-16



SPH 1Q16



Keppel DC REIT 4Q15



SG Nov Retail Sales



Qian Hu FY15



Cambridge Ind Trust (am) FY15



18-Jan-16



19-Jan-16



20-Jan-16



21-Jan-16



22-Jan-16



Keppel REIT FY15



Keppel T&T FY15



SGX 2Q16



Soilbuild REIT 4Q15



CMT 4Q15



M1 4Q15



First REIT FY15



First REIT 4Q15/Frasers Comm Trust 1Q16



Keppel Corp FY15



A-REIT 3QFY16



Keppel Infrastructure Trust 3QFY15



CN Dec Indust Production



CCT 4Q15



Ascendas India Trust 3Q16



US Dec Existing Home Sales



SG Dec NODX



CN Dec Retail Sales YoY



US Dec Housing Starts



Frasers Centrepoint Trust 1Q16



CN 4Q GDP YoY



US Dec CPI YoY



25-Jan-16 Cache 4Q15 SG Dec CPI YoY



26-Jan-16



27-Jan-16



28-Jan-16



MIT 3QFY16



Mapletree Commercial 3QFY16



CDLHT 4Q15



MGCCT 3QFY16



US FOMC Rate Decision



SG Dec Money Supply M1 YoY



03-Feb-16



04-Feb-16



05-Feb-16



Valuetronics 3Q16



SIA 3QFY16



UOI FY15



GLP (am) 3Q16



US Dec Trade Balance



SMRT 3QFY16



29-Jan-16



MapletreeInd Trust 3Q16 SG Dec Industrial Production US Jan Consumer Conf Index



01-Feb-16



02-Feb-16



SIAEC 3QFY16 CN Jan Mfg PMI



US Jan Unemployment Rate US Jan Chg in Nonfarm Payrolls



08-Feb-16



09-Feb-16



10-Feb-16



11-Feb-16



12-Feb-16



CN Jan New Yuan Loans CNY



US Jan Mthly Budget Statement



CDG 4Q/FY15



CN Jan Money Supply M2 YoY



Notes:



Sourced from Bloomberg All US Tech results dates have been adjusted to Singapore dates. US Initial jobless claims are released every Friday. MBA mortgage applications are released every Wednesday.
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SHAREHOLDING DECLARATION: For shareholding disclosure on individual companies, please refer to the latest reports of these companies.



DISCLAIMER FOR RESEARCH REPORT This report is solely for information and general circulation only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any other person without the written consent of OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd (“OIR” or “we”). This report should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of the securities mentioned herein or to participate in any particular trading or investment strategy. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of the securities mentioned herein, taking into consideration your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs, before making a commitment to invest in the securities. In the event that you choose not to seek advice from a financial adviser, you should consider whether investment in securities and the securities mentioned herein is suitable for you. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Limited (“OCBC Bank”), Bank of Singapore Limited (“BOS”), OIR, OCBC Securities Pte Ltd (“OSPL”) and their respective connected and associated corporations together with their respective directors and officers may have or take positions in the securities mentioned in this report and may also perform or seek to perform broking and other investment or securities related services for the corporations whose securities are mentioned in this report as well as other parties generally. The information provided herein may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future events or future performance of countries, assets, markets or companies. Actual events or results may differ materially. Past performance figures are not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance. Privileged / confidential information may be contained in this document. If you are not the addressee indicated in this document (or responsible for delivery of this message to such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this document that do not relate to the official business of OCBC Bank, BOS, OIR, OSPL and their respective connected and associated corporations shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed.



RATINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: - OCBC Investment Research’s (OIR) technical comments and recommendations are short-term and trading oriented. - OIR’s fundamental views and ratings (Buy, Hold, Sell) are medium-term calls within a 12-month investment horizon. - As a guide, OIR’s BUY rating indicates a total expected return in excess of 10% based on the current price; a HOLD rating indicates total expected returns within +10% and -5%; a SELL rating indicates total expected returns less than -5%. - For companies with market capitalization of S$150m and below, OIR’s BUY rating indicates a total expected return in excess of 30%; a HOLD rating indicates total expected returns within a +/-30% range; a SELL rating indicates total expected returns less than -30%.



Co.Reg.no.: 198301152E Carmen Lee Head of Research For OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd



Published by OCBC Investment Research Pte Ltd
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